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TECHNICAL NOTE -- 

A CLARIFICATION OF 
THE CONCEPTS OF 

"INCOME, WEALTH BASE, AND 
RATE OF RETURN IMPLICATIONS 

OF ALTERNATIVE PROJECT 
EVALUATION CRITERIA" 

JACK R. LOHMANN 
Georgia Institute of Technology 

A recent paper by Bernhard [The Engineering Economist. 38 (Spring 1993) 3. pp. 
165-176)) assens that the NPV decision criterion, and by implication the NPV nua- 
sure of wonh, which is part of the decision criterion, implies a different "investment" 
and 'project income" (return) than ihe IRR decision criterion, except when the inter- 
nal rate@) of return are equal to the external rate(s) of return. In this paper, it is dem- 
onslrated that both the IRR decision criterion and the NPV &cision criterion assume 
that the capital that remains invested (or borrowed) in an opportunity grows at the 
IRR of the opportunity and cash released by the decision about the opponunity would 
be invested to grow at the decision maker's marginal growth rate (or "externa" rate). 

In the Spring 1993 issue of The Engineering Economisl, Bernhard [3] pm- 

vides an interesting discussion of the IRR and NPV decision criteria as measures 
of project acceptability when time-dependent IRRs and (reinvestment) interest 

rates are used. Bernhard builds on Bailey's 111 earlier work that demonstrates b t  
the IRR measure ofwonh on be generalized to show that there are an infinite 

number of internal rates of return for a given projecl. Hence, there are an infinite 
number of unrecovered investments in be pmject and corresponding project re- 
turns that a c m e  al these internal rates of return, and that none of these project 
returns are dependent upon the "market interest rags" which are external to the 

project whereas, the IRR decision criterion, through its decision rules, does 
imply that the project returns would be reinvested a t  a rate(s) external to the pm- 
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ject. However. Bernhard also asserts that the NPV decision criterion, and by 
implication the NPV measure of wonh, which is part of the decision criterion. 
implies a different "investment" and "pmject income" (retum) from that invesl- 
ment than the IRR decision criterion, except when the internal rate(s) of return 
are equal to Ihe external rate(?.) of return. 

Bernhard's assenion rests principally on two propositions: (1) the "wealth" 
and "income" implied by the IRR decision criterion, ((I,. Z,], respectively, are 
genedly not the same as the "wealth" and "income" implied by the NPV deci- 
sion criterion, (B,. Y,), respectively. and (2) the decision maker may liquidate an 
opportunity. summarized by the net cash flows A,. at time I for an amount B,. 
It is the viewpoint of this paper that these propositions do not demonstrate 
Bernhard's assertion. and instead. that the NPV decision criterion (and by impli- 
cation, the NFV decision criterion) assume that the capilal tha  remains invested 
(or borrowed) in an opportunity grows at the IRR of the opportunity and cash 
released by Ihe decision about the opponunity would be invested to gmw at the 
decision maker's marginal growth rate (or "external" rale). The viewpoint of this 
paper will be presented by comparing Bernhard [31 with an earlier and relaled 
paper by Lohmann [51. 

A COMPARISON, VIEWPOINT AND ASSUMPTIONS 

The following comparison will focus on the principal issues related to the 
reinvestment rate assumptions. For example, Bemhard employs the assump 
tions of certainty and a perfect capital market. [3, p. 1651 These assumptions are 
not necessary to address the reinvestment rate assumptions. although they do 
facilitate the discussion. Further, although his discussion of the he-dependent 
IRRs and interest rates is interesting. this, too, is not necessary to address the 
reinvestment rate assumptions. To facilitate the following discussion, notation 
used by Bernhard will appear in boldface whereas notation used by Lohmann will 
appear in regular typeface. Additionally. it will be assumed that the interest rale 
i, in Bernhard is equivalent to the marginal growth rate m in Lohmann. i.e.. i, 
= m for all 1. (Values of m, could be used, hub again. they are not necessary to 

address the reinvestment rate assumptions.) 
As was done in [5, p. 3051. Ihe viewpoint taken here is hased on two cenual 

principles of economic decision making, namely. 

1 an economic decision between alternatives should be based on the prospec- 
tive differences in the real (out-of-pocket) monetary consequences alribut- 
able (relevant) to the decision. All that is common between the alternatives 
is irrelevant to the decision. because commonalities cancel out in taking the 
differences; and 
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2 the real (out-of-pocket) monelary consequences relevant to h e  decision 
should be summarized by the real (out-of-pocket) net cash flows that identify 
the amount of each net cash flow and its time of occurrence. 

Bernhard defines Ihe quantities U,, Z,, B,, and Y, as [3, pp. 166-1671 as follows. 

U, = Investor's 'unrecovered invesunen!,' in dollars. in the project as of time 
r, immediately alter the net cash flow then. as implied by the set (rt. 
r2 ..... rT). of internal rales of return. 

= A,+jfI + r,+j)-l + A1+2[(1 + rt+:)(l + r,+2)1-1 + ...+ A d ( l  + r,+j)(l + 
r,+ 2)...(l + rdl-1, 
where 1 = 0,l. .... T. 

Z, = T i e  r income, in dollars. from the project to the investor. as implied by 
!he criterion of a seI, (rl. r2. ..., rr), of internal rates of return. 

= Oforf=0,andrlU,.j f o r t =  1.2 ..... T. 

BI T i e r  present value, in dollars, of project's post-r net cash flows. 
= At+j(I + i,+l).l + A I + ~ [ ( ~  + i,+j)(l + il+2)l-l + ... + AT[(l + i,+:)(l + 

i,+z )... (1 + i ~ ) l - ' ,  where I = 0,l. .... T. Note that B,= B,:(1 + i,) - A, 
for r = 1.2 ,..., T, and that Br = 0. 

Y, = T i e  I income. in dollars, from the project to the investor, as implied by 
the net present value criterion. 

= NPV for r = 0, and i,B,: for r = 1.2 ,..., T. 

Each proposition will be addressed separately, although they are interrelated. 

In a decision about an opponunity j, whose cash flows are summarized by 
A,, the investor's "unrecovered invesunenl," U,, and the "income" earned fmm 
Ihe invesunenl, ZI, are related to a discussion of the reinveshnent rate assump 
lions. Funher, Ihey are conceptually identical to the capital invested (or bor- 
rowed) function, K[j.rl, and the returns (ar interest) on capital, r[i.r], respective- 
ly. in Lohmann. where K[j,ll and ru,r] are defined: 

and opponunity j is summarized by the net cash flow vector whose 
elements are su.ll. The internal rate of return of opponunity j is r ep  
resenred as r = IRRQ) = [ r  I ~ , H I = O ) .  and H is the horizon time for 
the decision. All relevant net cash flows occur between r = 0 and H. 
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The net cash flows in Bemhard, A,. are equivalent to those in Lohmann. 
sb.r], i.e.. slj,r] = A,. The only difference between Ut and K[i.r], and Zl and 
ru.11. is that Bemhard pennits timedependent IRRs whereas Lohmann assumes a 
time-constant rate, i.e, r, = r for all I. 

However. a comparison of the "investment" B, "implied (to be invested in 
the project) by the net present value criterion" [3, p. 168. parenthetical statement 
added] wilb U, is a comparison of two fundamentally different quantities. Fur- 
ther. since Y, is based on B,, a comparison of 2, and Y, is also a comparison of 
fundamentally different quantities. 

Assume a decision maker (owner) is faced with an independent decision 
about opportunity j at lime r = 0 as summarized by the net cash flows A, (or J,). 
It is an important distinction (discussed further in the next section) that the deci- 
sion maker hcre is the "owner." as opposed to a "buyer" (market) interested in 
the purchase of all or pan of opportunity j from the owner. A buyer would af- 
fect the owner's decision about opportunity j only through the owner's inclu- 
sion of the buyer's offer in the net cash flows that describe opportunity j. Thus. 
opportunity j's market (salvage) value is related to the discussion about the re- 
investment rate assumptions only to the extent that it is a cash flow that needs 
to be included in the net cash flows A, (or 4) describing opportunity j before the 
application of a specified decision criterion. Further, it is also important to the 
discussion to emphasize lbat the decision maker (owner) is faced wilb an inde- 
pendent accepUreject decision about an opportunity j. summarized by A, (or +), 
and, hence, a choice. Given such a choice, Lohmann illuslrales [5,  p. 3061 that 
lbe cash released by a decision about opportunity j involves a choice between 
either receiving the benefit series, b[i,l] (accept J?, or the cost series, c(i,r] (reject 
j ] ,  defined as: 

sli.11 =bli.r] - cli.11. where 

bu.11 = s ~ . r l  if s[ j , r ]  > 0, else b&r] = 0, and 

c[i.rl = - sb.rl if sl j . r l  c 0, else cu.11 = 0. 

Thus, values of A, > 0 for r > 0 in Bemhard correspond to the benefit series 
bu.11 defincd in Lohmann and can be associated with the measure of wonb, pro- 
spective fulure benefit 8%). 

Further. values of A, < 0 correspond to the wst series cl,i,ll and can be associated 
with the measure of wonh. prospective future cosS Ck,), 
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Therefore. at r = 0. the decision lime about opportunity j, it can be shown 
that B(@ - Ckj) = NFV(q) = (Bo + A o )  (1 + m)H. Funher, to facilitate the 
discussion momentarily. assume opportunity j's net cash flows are such that A, 
> 0 for t > 0 and A .  < 0. In this special case, the quantity Bo(l + m)H is 
equivalent to the measure of worth 8%). Thus, they bolh are estimates of the 
incremental increase (or decrease) in the decision maker's (owner's) future wealth 
if the decision maker invests the cash released (A, for I > 0 in the net cash flow 
case posed) in marginal (external) inveshnent opportunities, summarized by rate 
m, as a consequence of a decision to accept opportunity j. Similarly. Ao(l + 
m)H is equivalent to the measure of worth C&) and they are both estimates of 
the incremental increase (or decrease) in the decision maker's (owner's) future 
wealth if the decision maker invests the cash released (Ao in the net cash flow 
case posed) in marginal (external) investment opportunities. summarized by rate 
m, as a consequence of a decision to reject opportunity j. Thus. in this case, Bo 
is conceptually equivalent to the measure of worth value BQ). the only diifer- 
ence is the former is expressed in present value and the later in future value. 

However, the values of B, for r > 0 for the net cash flow case posed, and B, 
for the more general case when opportunities have multiple values of A, > 0 and 
A, c 0 for various t ,  cannot be said to be equivalent to the measure of worth 
BQ) because: (a) in both cash flow cases, B, includes cash flows only after time 
t for opportunity j whereas the measures of worth B(hj) and CQ always include 
all the net cash flows relevant to the decision about opportunity j, and @), in the 
more general case. B, includes some component cash flows associated with the 
decision to reject, namely c u . ~ ] ,  in addition to those associated with the decision 
to accept, namely blj.tl. The point here is not to suggest that the quantity B, is. 
in general, a measure of worth equivalent to the measures of worth BQ) and 
CG), which it is not, but rather to illustrate some linkages between Bemhard 
and Lohmann with respect to B,. 

The most spcific statement that can be made about Bemhard's "investment" 
B, in relation to Lohmann's work is that it  is either: (a) in the special net cash 
flow case, an estimate of the incremental increase (if B, > 0) or decrease (if B, < 
0) of the decision maker's (owner's) future wealth (expressed in terms of present 
value) by investing the cash released after time r in (external) marginal invest- 
ment opportunities at rate m as a consequence of the decision maker's decision to 
accept opportunity j at time 0, or (b) in the more general case. an eslimate of the 
incremental increase or decrease of the decision maker's future wealth (expressed 
in terms of present value) by investing after time t some of the cash released by 
a decision to accept and some cash released by a decision to reject at rate m as a 
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consequence of the decision maker's accept or reject decision about opponunity j 
at time 0. In either case, however, it is an estimate of incremental weal& to be 
accrued from the reinvestment of the cash released a rate rn and it is not an es- 
timate of the capital that remains invested in opportunity j at time f .  Only the 
unwovered investment. U,, represents the capital that remains invested (or bor- 
rowed) internally at time f in opportunity j if the decision maker accepts oppor- 
tunity j at time 0. Ilence. B, and U, are estimates of dtflerenr quantities. What a 
decision maker might receive at time I from a buyer (market) for all or pan of 
opportunity j is a matter of cash flow estimation for the decision maker (owner) 
and bidding strategy for the buyer (market). It is not related to the discussion of 
the reinvestment rate assumptions in the IRR. NPV, or NFV decision criteria 
used by the decision maker to judge the net cash flows describing opponunity j. 
If the decision maker accepts opportunity j and it so happens that the decision 
maker receives from a buyer at time I an amount equal to U,, then it would re- 
sult in no economic gain or loss lo the decision maker during the period of lime 
0 lo f than was otherwise expected by the decision maker at time 0 when oppor- 
tunity j was accepted. 

Bernhard stares "with the assumed cenainty and perfect capital market B, is 
the amount for which the project could be sold to another investor as of time I. 
immediately after the net cash flow, A,, then, and thus is, indeed, the 'market 
value' of the project at that time." [3, p. 1671 This statement co-mingles the 
concepts of identifying the relevant alternatives (Principle I) and esrimaling their 
relevant real (out-of-pocket) monetary consequences (Principle 2) -- which apply 
regardless of the assumptions of either cenainty or perfect capital markets -with 
the concepts of cash flow estimation and techniques to estimate cash flows given 
one's assumptions about the future (e.g.. cenainty and perfect capital markets). 

For example. assume a decision maker (investor) is considering opponunity 
j whose life is nj, where nj is the time beyond which there are no cash flow con- 
sequences relevant to the decision about opportunity j. The net cash flows A, 
(or sj) describing opportunity j should, of course. include all the relevant mone- 
tary consequences related to the acquisition, ownership, and disposition (includ- 
ing salvagelmarket value) of the opportunity. If the decision maker also wishes 
to consider at lime 0 an alrernarive in which opportunity j is liquidated at a time 
other than nj. then the decision maker would need to consmcl the relevant alter- 
native (Principle l), call i t  opponunity j' and estimate the real net cash flows 
(Principle 2) associated with the alternative, including the estimated salvag 
elmarket value at time njt. Of course, the decision maker could consmct multi- 
ple alternatives, each with is own different liquidation time. Having done so. 
the decision maker could proceed with an appropriate analysis using the desired 
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decision criterion. The point here is that Ibe markec/liquidation/salvage value, 

by whatever means chosen to estimate (e.g., B,) and by under whatever assump 

lions (e.g., certainty and perfect capital markets), should simply be included in 
the net cash flow A, (or sU.d) at  the liquidation time. The decision criterion can 
then be applied. 

The confusion about the underlying assumptions supponjng the IRR and 

NPV, and other equivalent decision criteria, continues to be a source for Ibe 

generation of alternative decision criteria to compensate for the I R K S  and/or 

NPV's perceived shoncomings [2.4]. A resolution of Ibis confusion is impor- 

tant because it is rooted in two fundamental principles of economic decision 

making. These principles are important and powerful concepts and their impli- 

cations. although occasionally sublle. are cenual to engineering economy in 

general. 
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